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WELCOME

Welcome to InSight Innovation Summit. Throughout the 3-

day event, refer to this show guide to help you navigate the 
event environment and make the most of your InSight
experience.

May 18th - 20th, 6:30 AM - 3:30 PM CDT Daily
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InSight Innovation Summit, hosted by Convergint Technologies, is an

exclusive digital transformation event for thought leaders, innovators,
and technologists. This fully immersive digital summit will provide your
organization with strategies and tools to optimize business

performance and create a safer work environment, all through a virtual
platform with flexible hours to meet your schedule.

Strategy Sessions

1:1 Meeting Tracks

Join thought leaders and industry experts as they share perspectives 

on game-changing technologies.

Connect 1:1 with subject experts from Convergint and our partners to 

learn about the latest strategies and tools to optimize business 
performance.

Innovation Demos

Improve business performance and learn how to apply the latest 

innovations and applications to specific environment with 
technology demos led by Convergint's expert partners.

For any other questions, email events@convergint.com, and we will 

assist you.

To access your customized schedule for Strategy Sessions, 1:1 

Meetings, and Innovation Demos, LOGIN HERE with the email you 
used to register for InSight 2021.

mailto:events@convergint.com
https://web.cvent.com/attendee-login
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InSight Innovation Summit Overview Schedule

Open daily from May 18th – 20th with flexible hours to meet your
schedule, plus expanded time zone coverage from GMT to PDT to
reach a global audience.

Day 1 – Tuesday May 18th

6:30 AM – 3:30 PM CDT

Strategy Sessions and 1:1 Meetings

10:30 AM – 11:30 AM CDT

InSight Executive Keynote
Presented by Bobby Jindal

Executive View:

How Public Policy is Impacting your Business

Day 2 – Wednesday May 19th

6:30 AM – 3:30 PM CDT

Strategy Sessions and 1:1 Meetings

10:30 AM – 11:30 AM CDT

InSight Executive Keynote
Presented by Michele Pelino

How Emerging Technologies and

Computer Vision Solutions Power
Digital Transformation

Day 3 – Thursday May 20th

6:30 AM – 3:30 PM CDT

Innovation Demos

10:30 AM 11:30 AM CDT

InSight Executive Keynote
Presented by John N. Stewart

Cybersecurity:

Excuses are Gone, Accountability is Here

https://www.convergint.com/executive-view-how-public-policy-is-impacting-your-business/
https://www.convergint.com/insight-keynote-how-emerging-technologies-and-computer-vision-solutions-power-digital-transformation/
https://www.convergint.com/cybersecurity-excuses-are-gone-accountability-is-here/
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Partners:

Agent Vi- Agent Video Intelligence (Agent Vi™) is the leading

global provider of open architecture, video analytics solutions. Agent

Vi’s comprehensive video analytics offering includes software products
for on-premise installations as well as cloud-based SaaS,
with capabilities ranging from real-time video analysis and alerts

to video search and business intelligence. The solutions are fully
integrated with a variety of cameras, encoders, video management

systems and alarm automation software.

AlertEnterprise- AlertEnterprise delivers a unified cyber-

physical security convergence platform by linking IT, OT, and Physical
Security for risk prevention, detection, and mitigation. AlertEnterprise

helps you eliminate security silos to deliver the most complete view of
threats and vulnerabilities while enhancing workforce safety, data

privacy, and experience.

Alertus- For more than a decade, Alertus Technologies has

engineered innovative emergency alert systems for colleges and
universities, K-12 schools, corporations, medical centers, military bases,

and government organizations. The Alertus System has been
implemented worldwide by more than 1,000 organizations in multiple

industries for a number of emergency situations. These may include
armed shooter incidents, bomb threats, weather related events,
terrorist threats, chemical spills, or any number of emergency

conditions.

Allegion- Allegion is a global pioneer in safety and security, with

leading brands like CIS, Interflex, LCN, Schlage, SimonsVoss and Von

Duprin. Focusing on security around the door and adjacent areas,
Allegion produces a range of solutions for home, businesses, schools
and other institutions.

American Dynamics- American Dynamics develops some of

the world's most needed video technologies. Technologies that
help retailers thwart organized crime to protect their bottom

line, and universities provide peace of mind to parents of
incoming students. Technologies that help our governments secure
ports and borders, and hospitals ensure the safety and privacy of

their patients. Technologies that move beyond security to
become essential business-enabling tools.
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Anixter- Anixter International is a leading global distributor of

Network & Security Solutions, Electrical & Electronic Solutions and
Utility Power Solutions. Anixter helps build, connect, protect, and

power valuable assets and critical infrastructures. From enterprise
networks to industrial MRO supply to video surveillance applications
to electric power distribution, Anixter offers full-line solutions and

intelligence that creates reliable, resilient systems that sustain
businesses and communities.

Arcules- Arcules, A Canon Group company, delivers integrated cloud-

based video surveillance service, access control, and
analytics. Using the latest developments in cloud, AI, and
machine learning, Arcules combines previously untapped video

monitoring data with sensor data and analytics to deliver actionable
insights that ultimately drive better business decisions, optimize

operations and improve safety.

Avigilon- Avigilon, a Motorola Solutions company, designs, develops,

and manufactures solutions in video analytics, cloud,
security cameras, video management software and hardware, and

access control. Avigilon is an industry leader and together with
Motorola Solutions provides integrated solutions for video security,

access control, and critical communications.

Axis Communications- Axis offers intelligent

security solutions that enable a smarter, safer world. As the market
leader in network video, Axis is driving the industry by continually

launching innovative network products based on an open platform,
delivering high value to customers through a global partner network.

Axis has long-term relationships with partners and provides them
with knowledge and ground-breaking network products in
existing and new markets.

Blackpoint Cyber- Blackpoint Cyber is a technology-focused cyber

security company headquartered in Maryland, USA. The company was
established by former US Department of Defense and Intelligence

cyber security and technology experts. Leveraging its real-world cyber
experience and knowledge of malicious cyber behavior and tradecraft,
Blackpoint provides cyber security products and services to help

organizations protect their infrastructure and operations. The
company’s proprietary security operations and incident response

platform, SNAP-Defense, is available as a product or as a 24x7
Managed Detection and Response (MDR) service.
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Bond- Bond uses innovation and technology to watch over and

connect people to one another, in a broad community of support.
"Reimagining safety is our promise. Striving to keep you safer is our

bond.“

BriefCam-BriefCam is the leading provider of video

analytics software that enables people, companies, and communities

to unlock the value of video surveillance
content. Delivering accurate, flexible, and comprehensive

solutions, BriefCam's video analytics platform provides valuable
insights for accelerating investigations,
increasing situational awareness, and enhancing

operational intelligence.

Brivo- Brivo is the global leader in cloud- based access control and

security platforms for commercial and multifamily properties.

Brivo's mission is to provide Simply Better Security solutions that
improve users experiences for property managers, tenants, employees,
and visitors.

Camio- Camio is the real-time video search engine that puts existing

cameras to work to understand the problems that warrant humans
attention. Unlike passive evidence collection, Camio makes proactive

protection economically feasible with Machine Learning, AI, and a
flexible SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) platform.

CenTrak- Industry-leading

locating and sensing solutions: CenTrak® is an end-to-

end IoT solution provider that transforms patient and resident care
by delivering real-time operational insights.

Cisco Meraki- Cisco Meraki, the industry leader in cloud-managed

IT, creates the simplest, most powerful solutions helping everyone
from small businesses to global enterprises save time and money.
Meraki technology, managed from an intuitive, feature rich interface,

enables organizations to rapidly roll out digital initiatives to stay ahead
of business demands.

Cognyte- Cognyte (formerly a Verint company) is a global leader in

security analytics software that empowers governments and
enterprises with Actionable Intelligence for a Safer World.
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Convergint Monitoring- Convergint Monitoring is a

comprehensive, fully integrated enterprise monitoring solution with a
suite of tools to monitor intrusion, fire, and other mission-critical

systems for its customers.

Distech Controls- Distech Controls connects people with intelligent

building solutions through our forward- thinking technologies and

services, partnering with customers to deliver innovative solutions that
can provide better health, better spaces, and better efficiencies.
Distech's passion for innovation, quality, and sustainability guides its

business, which serves multiple market segments through worldwide
business divisions, service offices and a superior network of Authorized

System Integrators and Distributors. Distech Controls, Inc. Is a
subsidiary of Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc.

Dragonfruit AI- Dragonfruit AI is the industry leading Enterprise

Video AI platform. Dragonfruit helps enterprises leverage their existing
video infrastructure to remotely manage all their locations, investigate
incidents centrally for safety and loss prevention, optimize occupancy

across buildings, and combine real-world traffic with revenue data to
deliver actionable insights.

Eagle Eye Networks- Eagle Eye Networks is changing the video

surveillance industry with the Eagle Eye Video API Platform: a secure,
open platform that provides the flexibility and scalability to meet your
evolving needs, instantly. Harness the power of best-in-class third party

technology with leading access control, point of sale, license plate
recognition and AI integrations.

Edwards- Edwards is a global leader in fire alarm, mass notification,

and hazard warning. Whether Edwards detection and alarm solutions
are protecting the lives and livelihoods of the people who make

businesses run, or who receive treatments at healthcare institutions;
whether they're charged with protecting students, staff and faculty at
the world's finest universities, or preserving irreplaceable artifacts that

bring humankind's history to life; Edwards finds innovative ways to
meet site- specific challenges and make every project a success.

Everbridge- Everbridge Inc. is a global software company that

provides enterprise software applications that automate and accelerate
organization's operational response to critical events in order to Keep

People Safe and Businesses Running.
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Evolv- Evolv Technology is revolutionizing security screening by

combining advanced sensors and AI to protect visitors at a wide variety
of events and venues from concealed weapons and public health

threats.

EvTrack- EvTrack is a visitor management and cloud access control

product. This ecosystem incorporates handheld guard scanning,

multiple credentials, numberplate recognition, QR-code access control,
one-time pin generation and support for traditional access control such

as biometrics and RFID cards or tags.

Exacq- Exacq develops and manufactures open architecture network

video recording (NVR) solutions for use in security surveillance

applications. It offers virtual matrix switching and display that enables
deployment of surveillance solutions for remote and centralized
monitoring. The company also provides NVR software and

preconfigured system, and open architecture.

Feenics- Feenics is paving the way for the future of physical security

with innovative cloud-based access control solutions developed by

industry veterans. Feenics makes it possible for organizations to secure
systematically buildings, doors, and assets. With Keep by Feenics; the

industry leading access control as a service (ACaaS) platform built
specially for and hosted in the public cloud.

Genetec Inc- Genetec believes that in order to create and maintain

thriving public spaces, groups, including urban planners, city managers,

security experts, enterprise executives, and community leaders, must
work together to achieve true public safety.

Hanwha Techwin- Hanwha Techwin America, the U.S. subsidiary of

South Korean based Hanwha Techwin, is a leading supplier of advances
network video surveillance solutions. Hanwha Techwin America provides
products and technologies with the highest levels of performance,

reliability, and cost- efficiency for professional security applications.

HID Global- HID powers the trusted identities of the world’s people,

places, and things.

IDEMIA- IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity, provides a

trusted environment enabling citizens and consumers alike to perform
their daily critical activities (such as pay, connect, and travel), in the

physical as well as digital space.
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IMS: A Convergint Technologies Company- IMS is an

experienced integrator of complex hospital hardware and software
systems requiring a multi-departmental buy in and after-sale support.

IMS designs and integrates customized solutions to fit the customers'
needs.

Intel- Intel is an American multinational corporation and

technology company headquartered in Santa Clara, California, in
Silicon Valley. It is the world's largest semiconductor chip manufacturer
by revenue and is the developer of the –86 series of microprocessors,

the processors found in most personal computers (PCs).

LenelS2- Lenel and S2 Security have joined together as LenelS2.

The combined company delivers innovative security solutions,
more choices to fit your organization's needs and an experiences,
responsive support team.

Magos Systems- Magos was created to realize its co-founders'

vision of bringing high- performance, reliable and low- cost radars into
all security markets. Since 2008, the company has been developing

and manufacturing Perimeter Surveillance Radars which an easily plug
into any existing video surveillance systems and provide 24/7 reliable

long-rage detection and tracking in all weather conditions.

Milestone Systems- Milestone is a Managed Service Provider that

uses a holistic approach to bridge the gap between technology and
people. At Milestone, we go above and beyond the typical scope of

day-to-day, break- fix issues to supple proactive and comprehensive IT
services. We make it our mission not only to resolve your IT problems,

but study and improve the overall workflow and functionality of your
business.

NESA Solutions- NESA believes in unlocking the power of locations

to allow users to control their own outcome. They are technology

disruptors who build innovative location-based software solutions
designed to drive significant efficiencies in customers' business

processes, allowing them to meet and exceed their regulatory
requirements.
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NVIDIA- NVIDIA's invention of the GPU in 1999 sparked the growth

of the PC gaming market, redefined modern computer graphics, and
revolutionized parallel computing. More recently, GPU deep learning

ignited modern AI—the next era of computing—with the GPU acting
as the brain of computers, robots, and self-driving cars that can
perceive and understand the world. Today, NVIDIA is increasingly

known as "the AI computing company."

Octopus- Octopus command and controls software and apps allow

information, cyber, safety, and logistics security officers manage

manpower, procedures, and technology in day-to-day routine and in
emergencies.

Openpath- Openpath creates touchless access control solutions

for any building. The company's flagship product, Openpath
Access, combines sleek hardware with a mobile app, enabling

employees to enter the office using their smartphones and making
office management easier than ever. Openpath's hands- free
touchless technology means users can keep the phone in their pocket,

walk up to a door and simply wave their hand to unlock any door.
With encryption at every level and powerful, user- level permissions,

Openpath Access is bother more secure and more dynamic than
traditional systems.

Pivot3- Pivot3 brings software innovation to the physical industry to 

simplify deploying and managing video infrastructure of any size or 
complexity. Whether customers are starting from scratch or have 
existing servers, Pivot3 provides unified, purpose-built infrastructures 

with software-based intelligence that lowers risk and overall TCO. With 
thousands of mission-critical deployments, Pivot3’s industry expertise 

and purpose-built technology deliver a proven path to simplified 
security.

Qognify- Qognify solutions help organizations capture, analyze, and

leverage big data to anticipate, manage, and mitigate security and
safety risks, maintain business continuity, and streamline operations.

RFCode- RFCode provides the world's most innovative date center

monitoring tools, with real-time asset management and automated

environmental monitoring solutions that allow you to have a clearer
picture of what is happening across all your data centers on a global

scale, so you can save money, avoid surprisers, and meet tomorrow's
demands.
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RightCrowd- Founded in 2004, RightCrowd is a leading provider of

compliance, security, and safety solutions to some of the world's
largest companies.

RZproducts- RZproducts security solutions stand for the passion of

our company to develop, produce, and install secure, efficient and high
availability high end products. This way, we create for our customers

throughout the worlds secure IT infrastructures that can be adapted to
changing systems requirements, structures and processes flexible and
quickly.

SAFR- SAFR from RealNetworks is a secure, highly accurate, AI facial

recognition platform that is optimized for excellence in accuracy and
performance for live video.

Schneider Electric- Schneider drives digital transformation

by integrating world- leading process and energy technologies, and
end- point to cloud connecting products, controls, software and

services, across the entire lifecycle, enabling integrated company
management, for homes, buildings, data centers, infrastructure and

industries.

SecuriThings- SecuriThings enables organizations to protect their

IoT devices while maximizing their operational efficiency. SecuriThings

Horizon is the first IoTOps solution to provide risk detection, predictive
maintenance and automated operations, in one unified view.

Sentry Enterprises Founded in 2013, Sentry Enterprises is a

Chicago based company with expertise in creating ultra-thin

microelectronic security devices. The company offers a propriety,
patented, platform focused on providing proof-positive identification

whether accessing a building or computing network. Sentry's
solutions solve numerous risks facing today's enterprises, from
biometric authentication for access to privacy, contact tracing, and

hygiene issues.

Siklu- Siklu provides fixed wireless 5G solutions for a variety of

industries and applications. Boasting the world’s largest portfolio of

mmWave products we deliver cutting edge, reliable mmWave
technology to every project, every customer, every time.
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Soloinsight- Soloinsight was founded on the driving principal of

authomation and security, to improve operational efficiencies. Since its
incorporation in 2013, it has grown into a leading platform adopted by

a wide variety pf companies from mid-size, growth-orientated firms to
Fortune 100.

Splan- Splan is a California-based company specializing in providing

next generation cloud software check-in solutions for visitors, events,

and schools. Splan uniquely delivers an intelligent and fully automated
solution for small to large enterprises. Splan is committed to delivering

the most innovative security solutions, which are cost effective, easy to
use, enterprise-centric, and web-based.

StoneLock- StoneLock is passionate about security and privacy, it's

at the center of what they do. That's where StoneLock was born-out of

the need for practical, intuitive solution for biometric access control
and identity management. StoneLock provides facial recognition

technology that makes your life more simple, more secure, and more
protected.

Titan- At Titan, we bring a passion for customer

success and customized approach to every partnership. We embrace

challenges and deliver solutions that solve problems, transform
businesses and change the world.

Turing Video- Turing Video was founded in the heart of Silicon

Valley in 2017. Turing's vision is to utilize AI and robotics to bridge the
space between security and technology to advance industries and

human capabilities.

Vector Flow- Vector Flow is a software solutions and services

company based in Banglore, India. Its mission is to provide data driven

solutions and services in innovative way to enable Intelligent
Enterprises.

West Excel Automation Ltd; Honeywell Building

Technologies- West Excel Authomation Ltd is a building

technologies distributor providing commercial building automation
products and solutions. We offer several lines of control products as

well as repair and maintenance parts for heating, cooling, and
pneumatics.
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InSight Innovation Summit Time-Zone Guide

Time Zone 

GMT

Time Zone 

EDT

Time Zone 

CDT

Time Zone 

PDT

12:30 PM 7:30 AM 6:30 AM 4:30 AM

1:30 PM 8:30 AM 7:30 AM 5:30 AM

2:30 PM 9:30 AM 8:30 AM 6:30 AM

3:30 PM 10:30 AM 9:30 AM 7:30 AM

4:30 PM 11:30 AM 10:30 AM 8:30 AM

5:30 PM 12:30 PM 11:30 AM 9:30 AM

6:30 PM 1:30 PM 12:30 PM 10:30 AM

7:30 PM 2:30 PM 1:30 PM 11:30 AM

8:30 PM 3:30 PM 2:30 PM 12:30 PM
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InSight Innovation Summit Schedule

Strategy Sessions – May 18th - CDT Time Zone

CDT Track 2

6:30

7:00

7:30 Create Safer Spaces with Weapon and Gunshot Detection Solutions

8:00

8:30 Making Your Technology Strategy a Reality

9:00

9:30 The Future of a Safe, Healthy & Collaborative Workplace

10:00

10:30 Executive View: How Public Policy is Impacting your Business

11:00

11:30 AI and Digital Transformation: Through the Industries’ Lens

12:00

12:30 Data: The Steam of the Fourth Industrial Revolution

13:00

13:30 Innovation at a Global Scale: Navigating Complexity to Drive Results

14:00

14:30 Life-Saving Technology for Emergency Notification, Response, and Management

15:00

CDT Track 1

6:30 How to Rapidly Transition from an SOC into an All-Threats Fusion Center

7:00

7:30 Digital Transformation: A Catalyst for Growth

8:00

8:30 The Future Is Here: Identity Management & Secure Credentials for the Hybrid 

Workplace9:00

9:30 Convergint Monitoring: Rethinking Enterprise Monitoring

10:00

10:30 Executive View: How Public Policy is Impacting your Business

11:00

11:30 Location Intelligence & Automation in an Industrial Environment

12:00

12:30 Reducing the Vulnerability of Your Surveillance Systems from a Cyber Attack

13:00

13:30 Game-Changing Technologies for Fan Experience & Safety

14:00

14:30 AI and Computer Vision: Seeing New Opportunity in Security and Business

15:00

Strategy Sessions – May 18th - CDT Time Zone
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InSight Innovation Summit Schedule

Strategy Sessions – May 18th - CDT Time Zone

Strategy Sessions – May 19th - CDT Time Zone

CDT Track 1

6:30 How to Rapidly Transition from an SOC into an All-Threats Fusion Center

7:00

7:30 Reducing the Vulnerability of Your Surveillance Systems from a Cyber Attack

8:00

8:30 Game-Changing Technologies for Fan Experience & Safety

9:00

9:30 Life-Saving Technology for Emergency Notification, Response, and Management

10:00

10:30 Executive Keynote: How Emerging Technologies & Computer Vision Solutions Power 

Digital Transformation11:00

11:30 AI and Computer Vision: Seeing New Opportunity in Security and Business

12:00

12:30 Digital Transformation: A Catalyst for Growth

13:00

13:30 The Future Is Here: Identity Management & Secure Credentials for the Hybrid Workplace

14:00

14:30 Location Intelligence & Automation in an Industrial Environment

15:00

CDT Track 3

6:30

7:00

7:30 Optimizing Data Center Deployments with Global Capabilities and a Programmatic 

Approach8:00

8:30 The Emergence of IT-Driven Visual Intelligence with Cloud-based Physical and Digital 

Security9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30 Executive View: How Public Policy is Impacting your Business

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30 Decentralized Physical Security: The Case for Cloud Access and Video

13:00

13:30 Smart Manufacturing Panel Strategy Session

14:00

14:30 How Technology Can Transform Patient Outcomes

15:00
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InSight Innovation Summit Schedule

Strategy Sessions – May 19th - CDT Time Zone

CDT Track 3

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30 How Technology Can Transform Patient Outcomes

9:00

9:30 Decentralized Physical Security: The Case for Cloud Access and Video

10:00

10:30 Executive Keynote: How Emerging Technologies & Computer Vision Solutions Power 

Digital Transformation11:00

11:30 Optimizing Data Center Deployments with Global Capabilities and a Programmatic 

Approach
12:00

12:30 The Emergence of IT-Driven Visual Intelligence with Cloud-based Physical and Digital 

Security
13:00

13:30

14:00

14:30 Convergint Monitoring: Rethinking Enterprise Monitoring

15:00

CDT Track 2

6:30

7:00

7:30 Smart Manufacturing Panel Strategy Session

8:00

8:30 Innovation at a Global Scale: Navigating Complexity to Drive Results

9:00

9:30 Data: The Steam of the Fourth Industrial Revolution

10:00

10:30 Executive Keynote: How Emerging Technologies & Computer Vision Solutions Power 

Digital Transformation11:00

11:30 The Future of a Safe, Healthy, & Collaborative Workplace

12:00

12:30 Create Safer Spaces with Weapon and Gunshot Detection Solutions

13:00

13:30 Making Your Technology Strategy a Reality

14:00

14:30 AI and Digital Transformation: Through the Industries’ Lens

15:00

Strategy Sessions – May 19th - CDT Time Zone
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InSight Innovation Summit Schedule

1:1 Meetings

To register for one-on-one meetings, visit our event hub.

Avigilon
Brian Bloomingdale

Steven Saied

Safety and Security Start 

with Smart Technology

Axis 

Communications

Adam Jussaume

Joe Ruggiero
Scott Filiczkowski
Steve Burdet

How Digital Transformation 

is Driving Horizontal 
Innovation

Blackpoint Jamie Moore
Simplifying Cybersecurity 

and Preventing Attacks

Convergint Scott Frigaard

How to Rapidly Transition 

from an SOC into an All-
Threats Fusion Center

Convergint IMS - John Eaton

Understanding the Value of 

Location-Enabled 
Workflows in Healthcare

Convergint Doug Greenwald

The Future Is Here: Identity 

Management & Secure 
Credentials for the Hybrid 
Workplace

Genetec

Barb Wood

Kevin Burkhart
Ty Miller

Driving Smart Decisions 

with Actionable Data

HID Global Nick Stoner

Touchless Physical Access 

Control for a Smart & Safe 
Workplace

LenelS2 Josh Dempsey

Empower Security Teams 

with LenelS2 OnGuard 
System

Milestone

Brad Thomas

Andrea Meissner
Paul Messenger

Solving Challenges with the 

Latest Innovations in Video 
Analytics

SecuriThings Jonathan Shtofman
Manage IoT Devices with a 

Software-Only Solution

Sentry Enterprises John Calzaretta
Converged Biometric 

Identification Solutions

https://web.cvent.com/attendee-login
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InSight Innovation Summit Schedule

Innovation Demos

CDT
Innovation 

Track 1

Innovation 

Track 2

Innovation Track 

3

Innovation 

Track 4

Innovation 

Track 5

Innovation 

Track 6

Innovation 

Track 7

6:30 AMAG Feenics Avigilon
Turing 

Video
IDEMIA SecuriThings

7:00 Milestone VectorFlow Camio LenelS2 SAFR RF Code

7:30
Magos 

Systems

Software 

House
Alert Enterprise Pivot3 Soloinsight HID Global Intel

8:00 RightCrowd

IMS, a 

Convergint 

Technologies 

Company

American 

Dynamics
Distech

Dragonfruit

AI
Genetec StoneLock

8:30 Alertus Brivo EvTrack Exacq Allegion
Sentry 

Enterprises
Splan

9:00 CenTrak Arcules
Axis 

Communications
Everbridge Openpath

Convergint 

Monitoring
Bond

9:30 Cisco Meraki Cognyte
Eagle Eye

Networks

Hanwha 

Techwin

West Excel/ 

Honeywell
RZproducts Blackpoint

10:00 BriefCam
NESA 

Solutions
Edwards Octopus Qongify

Schneider 

Electric
Agent Vi

10:30 Keynote Keynote Keynote Keynote Keynote Keynote Keynote

11:00 Keynote Keynote Keynote Keynote Keynote Keynote Keynote

11:30 AMAG Distech
Eagle Eye 

Networks
Everbridge Allegion SecuriThings StoneLock

12:00 Cisco Meraki Feenics Edwards
Hanwha 

Techwin
Openpath RF Code

Sentry 

Enterprises

12:30
Magos 

Systems
VectorFlow Avigilon Octopus

West Excel/ 

Honeywell
HID Global Bond

13:00 RightCrowd
Software 

House
Camio

Turing 

Video
Qongify Genetec Blackpoint

13:30 Alertus

IMS, a 

Convergint 

Technologies 

Company

American 

Dynamics
LenelS2 IDEMIA Splan Agent Vi

14:00 CenTrak Brivo
Alert

Enterprise
Exacq SAFR

Convergint 

Monitoring
Intel

14:30 Milestone Arcules EvTrack Pivot3 Soloinsight RZproducts Siklu

15:00 BriefCam Cognyte
Axis 

Communications

NESA

Solutions

Dragonfruit

AI

Schneider 

Electric


